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medium to longer term and digital leadership in the next normal.
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The scale and speed of this pandemic have required a herculean effort to manage through the disruption. 
Technology has been a lifeline for minimizing the impact on business operations and processes. For the 
most part, business continuity plans have prevailed. Enterprise connectivity for employees, suppliers, and 
customers has enabled business to continue, and companies have been able to make decisions – albeit with 
imperfect data and analysis – to respond to immediate business needs. 

As the economic fallout continues to unfold, companies will face declining revenues and the prospect of a 

liquidity crunch. They will need to make difficult choices to manage the order of the day, while also planning 
with an eye toward the future. Technology and digital transformation will be catalysts for change as business 
leaders make profound operating model changes to meet new demand patterns and remain relevant. To 
prevail in the next normal, companies will need to fast-track investments to secure technology and digital 
avenues, fortify the business model, and retool to enable business capabilities in the next normal. 

Pre-crisis digital and automation trends will accelerate – particularly among companies most affected by the 
crisis. According to The Hackett Group’s recent poll, 42% of companies reporting a high operational and 
financial impact from the disruption expect to accelerate cost takeout and efficiency initiatives, compared 
to only 15% of companies that suffered only modest impact. Digital enablement will become a necessary 
way of conducting business as companies align their sales, general and administrative (SG&A) costs to 
projected revenue declines, looking to operational efficiency to close the gap. To fund digital enablement and 
technology investments, companies will need to advance an aspirational agenda built on modern architecture 
– with cloud-based, digital and automation solutions to increase workforce productivity; and data, artificial 
intelligence (AI) and visualization tools to make rapid decisions – while lowering the IT cost base.
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1 2 3

Define the next normal. Redefine needed capabilities. Refocus the technology operating model.

Assess and stabilize infrastructure 
and information technology (IT)  
service delivery. 

Revise technology budget targets 
based on the latest revenue forecasts. 

Resegment the technology portfolio: 
accelerate, continue, pause and 
abandon. 

Understand the new enterprise 
context: growth rates by business; 
competitor landscape; and customer, 
supplier, and partner channel and 
interaction preferences.

Assess changes to front, middle and 
back office technology needs. 

Evaluate future requirements for IT 
operations and virtual work.

Revaluate existing technology 
vendors’ operational management 
and deployment capabilities. 

Pinpoint how enterprise technology 
capabilities must change to be  
ultra-responsive and create rapid value. 

Expand the digital-first experience. 

Explore additional deployment of 
flexible digital components: cloud 
infrastructure, best-of-breed tools, 
virtual smart automation and  
data-enabled analytics. 

Use process mining, analytics and 
visualization to enhance post-crisis 
technology performance pinch points.

Enhance virtual collaboration 
capabilities, including more and better 
use of existing tools, bandwidth 
improvements, and training.

Assess opportunities to expand 
use of third parties. 

Utilize scenario modeling to stress 
test options and refine plans.

Three near-term imperatives

Set target “run the business” technology  
spend levels based on most likely 
business growth/contraction scenarios. 

Shift the technology service mix 
significantly from commoditized services 
to critical business-enabling capabilities. 

Invest in return on investment 
(ROI) positive initiatives that reduce 
technology and/or business operating 
costs or grow revenue.

Rearchitect the technology operating 
model to unlock speed and value, and 
align with the enterprise business  
model for the next normal:

- Product-/platform-centric
- Integrated business services
- Broker/integrate/orchestrate

Develop a plan for implementing new 
capabilities required in digital business 
in the next normal.
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As companies define new business norms and align SG&A costs to projected revenues, they will need to be very 

deliberate about technology investments. In most cases, rightsizing the SG&A service delivery model will require 

technology investments to be self-funded. Companies will need to rationalize current internal technology spending and 

pivot new investments to deliver expected operational efficiencies in the medium to longer term and digital leadership  

in the next normal.  

The Hackett Group has analyzed potential IT investment funding requirements based on the severity of the crisis impact 

and current technology footprint (see page 7 for more detail). Across industries in our analysis, the typical $10 billion 

company1 must reduce SG&A costs by 15%, or $241 million, to sustain operational efficiencies across the enterprise and 

maintain its pre-crisis ratio of SG&A cost to revenue. However, the transformation required to achieve these efficiencies 

will require a $39 million (.39% of revenue) investment in new technology capabilities. Because the total value of IT 

rationalization for this same company – which includes the volume effect of supporting a 15% lower revenue base –  

is $78 million, it can reduce IT spend by $39 million.   

To prevail – rather than simply sustain performance – in the next normal, this company will need to achieve digital 

leadership. This requires it to reduce SG&A cost by 30%, or $486 million. However, achieving digital leadership requires 

additional investment in growth and innovation. This transformation requires IT investment of $96 million (0.96% of 

revenue), of which $78 million (81%) is self-funded through IT rationalization and $18 million (19%) comes from net  

new funding. 

1 This typical company had pre-crisis IT cost as a percentage of revenue of 4%. This will increase to 4.9% of revenue in the next normal due to a 15% lower revenue base and net new IT 
spending of 0.19%. 

Targeting the next normal
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Given the enormous disruption, companies will need to re-examine their technology operating model. This may include a 

number of key changes: leveraging more “as a service” business models to manage demand volatility, determining the 

right new third- and fourth-party infrastructure partnerships, accelerating e-commerce technologies and digital services for 

new customer channels, fast-tracking smart automation for operational efficiencies, and shoring up investments in digital 

and AI-driven capabilities for predictive analytics to enable better decision support and insights.  

Technology functions must anticipate and take advantage of opportunities to realign services and capabilities coming 

out of this crisis. They must also develop the right investment strategy and portfolio mix to deliver material impact, 

rather than just purely looking for cost reductions within IT. This will require careful alignment of technology-enabled 

improvements with strategic goals, as illustrated in Fig. 1 on the following page.  
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IF THE GOAL IS TO: THEN VALUE OPTIMIZATION TARGETS MAY INCLUDE:

Increase workforce  
productivity

•    Robust, standardized, and secure collaboration and connectivity tools 
•    Updated productivity key performance indicators and monitoring for remote workers 
•    Use of smart automation and point solutions  
•    Faster processing through integrated core systems and workflow

Reduce SG&A spend

•    Less  complexity in infrastructure via cloud solutions and modern architecture
•   Projected portfolio prioritization to free up capital 
•   Rapid design and development of productivity tools for IT
•   Low-value work digitized through smart automation, proven cloud tools and self-service
•   Operational analytics and AI to pinpoint waste and value leakage
•   Reduced IT organizational footprint (office location and asset consolidation)
•   Low-value transactional activities sourced to third-party IT providers 
•   Renegotiation and strategic partnering to extract efficiencies from third-party providers

Enable enterprise agility 
and M&A growth

•    Cloud/virtual architecture for applications, platforms and data, backed up on-premises
•    Best-of-breed point solutions to address rapidly evolving needs
•    Digital and technology strategy applied consistently across functions/global business services organization 
•    Enhanced infrastructure resilience and bandwidth 
•    Fully integrated and digitized supply chains
•    Optimized, flatter IT organization structure for faster decision-making 

Enable better decisions

•    Fortified data formation (structured, unstructured, external, internal)
•    Advanced analytics/AI capabilities that can diagnose/predict issues
•    Simulations to support what-if analyses (e.g., digital twin)
•    Broadly deployed customizable data visualization tools and dashboards for business monitoring 

Innovate for the customer

•    AI and modeling tools for analyzing customer/consumer behavior changes
•    E-commerce platforms and systems with greater capacity
•    Contactless ordering and fulfillment processes
•    Greater customer visibility throughout the supply chain

FIG. 1   Value optimization approach
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The Hackett Group’s analysis provides direction to companies and technology leaders struggling to calibrate their post-crisis 

technology investments to support multiple goals: rightsizing SG&A costs with revenues for the next normal, reducing core 

technology run costs, unlocking further operational efficiencies, and/or funding customer experience improvements and 

other digital initiatives designed to defend or grow revenues. The result is an estimate of the degree to which funding for 

transformation comes from internal technology rationalization versus net new investment.  

This analysis groups industries on two dimensions: the estimated severity of post-crisis revenue impact2 (significant, 

moderate and minimal revenue impact – see descriptions on the following page) and current level of technology investment:

2 Revenue decline ranges and industry segmentation placements are based on a sampling of company and analyst earnings forecast updates, investor communications, and industry trade 
group sales impact assessments from the COVID-19 pandemic and the most likely recovery scenarios post-crisis. 

The next normal requires focused IT investments

VERY HIGH  
(5%-10% of revenue;  

7.5% midpoint)

HIGH  
(3%-5% of revenue;  

4% midpoint)

MODERATE  
(2%-3% of revenue;  

2.5% midpoint)

LOW  
(1%-2% of revenue;  

1.5% midpoint)

This category represents largely digital natives – that 
is, companies with a business model based on a 
digital capability as a key competitive differentiator. 
Examples include e-commerce and other internet 
businesses or companies with a core business  
model built around processing information (e.g., 
financial services, media). Technology spend is 
evenly split between enabling efficiency/running 
the business and supporting innovation/growing 
the business.

This category includes 
industries with high digital 
differentiation potential –  
in other words, an  
opportunity to disrupt 
and create competitive 
advantage through digital 
leadership and innovation.

This category includes  
industries with limited digital 
differentiation potential.  
Without adequate technology  
investment levels and digital 
transformation, these  
companies are at a competitive 
disadvantage and lose ground 
to the competition. 

This category includes  
industries that are typically 
capital-intensive, with long 
investment cycles and very 
limited digital differentiation 
potential. Technology spend  
is heavily focused (80%+)  
on enabling efficiency  
improvement and running  
the business.  

Technology investment groupings
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The appropriate response for organizations and their technology leadership lies at the intersection of two dimensions. 

Achieving digital leadership will require a different type of response depending on the impact of the crisis on revenue:

Severely impacted (20%-40% revenue decline; 30% median):  
Companies in these industries will increase technology investment to support efficiency improvement initiatives that 

protect the margin and rightsize their cost base for the new revenue level. Technology investment in growth and 

innovation will remain unchanged to avoid jeopardizing future competitiveness. No or little net new funding is available, 

so all technology investment must be self-funded.

Moderately impacted (10%-20% revenue decline; 15% median):  
Companies in these industries will aggressively invest in efficiency improvement initiatives, while moderately investing 

in growth and innovation to achieve leadership in the next normal. Limited net new funding is available, so most of the 

investment is self-funded.

Minimally impacted (10% increase-10% revenue decline; 0% median):  
Companies in these industries will invest in efficiency improvement initiatives at the historical rate, while increasing 

investment in growth and innovation to capitalize on a shift in consumer preferences in the next normal. Investment 

includes both self-funding and net new funding.
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The following two contrasting examples illustrate this intersection:
For a company in a technology-intensive industry, categorized in this analysis as operating with very high technology 

budget of around 7.5% as a percentage of revenue, a significant drop in revenue will require rapid reduction of its 

internal technology budget to help the organization reach its overall SG&A resizing target. But given the broader reach 

of technology inside the business, that company would also require some additional funding to invest in automation that 

eliminates transactional work, as well as to pursue other technology-enablement initiatives.  

On the other end of the spectrum, for a company in the low technology investment category, with estimated technology 

spend of around 1.5% of revenue, a significant drop in revenue will require additional incremental funding to enable 

the technology initiatives necessary to meet SG&A resizing targets. Because these industries cannot materially reduce 

internal technology costs, they are unable to self-fund most of the necessary improvements.

In Fig. 2-4 on the following pages, we detail the IT investment and funding profiles for significantly, moderately and 

minimally impacted industries. 
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FIG. 2   Digital leadership transformation – industries with significant revenue impact (20%-40% decline, 30% midpoint)

Next normal digital leadership technology transformation Transformation funding source(s)

INTERNAL TECHNOLOGY RATIONALIZATION

NET NEW FUNDING

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT

NEW CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT

High (3% - 5%) 
technology spend

industries

Medium (2% - 3%) 
technology spend 

industries

Low (1% - 2%) 
technology spend 

industries

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Next normal

Next normal

Next normal

Spend mix
X% Midpoint of enterprise 
technology spend

4.0%

5.5%

2.5%

3.6%

1.5%

2.2%

60% 40%

68%

70% 30%

23%77%

20%

15%

80%

85%

32%
1.6%

1.0%

0.6%

-0.2%

0.0%

0.1%

High (3% - 5%) technology spend industries

General & specialty retail

Motor vehicles

Office equipment, services & supplies

Airlines

Automotive parts & aftermarket

Energy services & equipment

Hotels, restaurants & recreation

Personnel services

Building products

Construction materials

Homebuilding

Oil & gas

Real estate

Medium (2% - 3%) technology
spend industries

Low (1% - 2%) technology
spend industries

 High:  General and specialty retail, motor vehicles, office equipment, services and supplies

 Medium:   Airlines, automotive parts and aftermarket, energy services and equipment, hotels, restaurants and recreation, 
personnel services

 Low:  Building products, construction materials, homebuilding, oil and gas, real estate
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In industries with significant revenue impact (Fig. 2), companies will be forced to dramatically improve efficiency without 

compromising long-term growth and significant new funding. As a result, efficiency improvement initiatives will be largely 

self-funded through internal technology rationalization. Part of this self-funding will occur naturally because a smaller (30%) 

post-crisis organization will have less demand for technology services and a smaller user base. These organizations will 

need to consolidate technology platforms, lean on third-party suppliers for price reductions, manage business demand 

proactively, and delay or shutter projects without a critical need or compelling ROI. They will also have to accelerate adoption 

of best practices. However, The Hackett Group’s benchmark analysis suggests that more than 35% of SG&A cost reduction 

opportunities require new technology enablement in order to realize them. This will force technology leaders to reduce 

costs by more than just the 30% required to align with forecasted revenue reduction. This additional reduction – internal 

technology rationalization – will need to come from technology cost savings across SG&A functions. To self-fund initiatives 

for meeting critical short-term demands and achieving digital leadership, companies in this category must fast-track 

technology rationalization and reallocate the freed-up funds. 

An industry example: automotive manufacturing
Automotive manufacturers must drastically cut IT costs by rightsizing infrastructure spending to align with projected revenue 

decline. They must also accelerate IT rationalization projects. Then, they must redeploy the gains to support drastic SG&A 

cutbacks and employee productivity improvement initiatives.

ddulberger
Cross-Out
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We estimate that a $10 billion automotive company spent 4%, on average, on technology before the crisis. In the post-crisis 

next normal, this will increase to 5.5% of revenue. The analysis below explains the multiple factors involved in arriving at 

this 5.5% target:

•  Before the crisis, this company spent $400 million (4%) of revenue on technology. When revenue declines by 30% and

before any downsizing of the technology footprint occurs, IT spend as a percentage of revenue increases to 5.7% (4%

divided by 70%).

•  In a high-technology spend industry, 60% of this cost supports efficiency improvements and running the business, while

40% supports business growth and innovation initiatives.

•  Based on The Hackett Group’s benchmark analysis, in order to support the various SG&A cost takeout initiatives required

to protect margins and rightsize the cost base for lower revenue, IT spending to support efficiency improvement must

be increased by 40%, representing 1.4% of revenue (5.7% of post-crisis technology spend as a percentage of revenue

X 60% efficiency-related X 40% increase). Without any rationalization of IT operations or resources, the company would

need to allocate 1.4% of revenue in net new funding.

•  However, a component of IT cost is variable, and a 30% revenue decline reduces demand, thereby lowering IT cost.

Furthermore, our analysis suggests that significant IT cost takeout opportunities exist. Together, these factors represent

an IT rationalization opportunity of 1.6% of revenue.

•  Since the company requires only 1.4% of revenue for transformation, this can be entirely self-funded by IT rationalization

and downsizing. IT spend as a percentage of revenue will be reduced by 0.2% (1.6% - 1.4%) of revenue, resulting in a

spend level of 5.5% (5.7% - 0.2%) of revenue for the next normal.
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 Very High:  Banking, insurance, media – advertising and publishing, broadcasting/movies/entertainment/tv

 High:   Aerospace and defense, commercial services, computer hardware and peripherals, electrical products, healthcare 
services, information technology services, semiconductors and equipment, telecommunications equipment

 Medium:   Air freight and couriers, chemicals, consumer durables, containers and packaging, electronic equipment, engineering 
and construction, machinery, textiles, apparel and footwear, wholesale distributors

 Low:  Metals and mining, pulp, paper and forest products, railroads and trucking

FIG. 3   Digital leadership transformations – industries with moderate revenue impact (10%-30% decline, 15% midpoint)

Next normal digital leadership technology transformation Transformation funding source(s)

Very high (5% - 
10%) technology 
spend industries

High (3% - 5%) 
technology spend 

industries

Medium (2% - 3%) 
technology spend 

industries

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Next normal

Next normal

Next normal

7.5%

9.0%

4.0%

4.9%

2.5%

3.1%

50% 50%

54%

60% 40%

36%64%

30%

27%

70%

73%

46%
1.6%

0.9%

0.5%

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

Low (1% - 2%) 
technology spend 

industries

Pre-crisis

Next normal

1.5%

1.9%

20%

17%

80%

83%
0.1% 0.3%

Very high (5% - 10%) technology 
spend industries

High (3% - 5%) technology 
spend industries

Medium (2% - 3%) technology 
spend industries

Low (1% - 2%) technology 
spend industries

Banking

Insurance

Media – advertising & publishing

Broadcasting/
movies/entertainment/tv

Aerospace & defense

Commercial services

Computer hardware & peripherals

Electrical products

Healthcare services

Information technology services

Semiconductors & equipment

Telecommunications equipment

Air freight & couriers

Chemicals

Consumer durables

Containers & packaging

Electronic equipment

Engineering & construction

Machinery

Textiles, apparel & footwear

Wholesale distributors

Metals & mining

Pulp, paper & forest products

Railroads & trucking

INTERNAL TECHNOLOGY RATIONALIZATION

NET NEW FUNDING

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT

NEW CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT
Spend mix

X% Midpoint of enterprise 
technology spend
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In industries with moderate revenue impact (Fig. 3), companies will need to focus on very significant efficiency 

improvement, while also making some investments in long-term growth and innovation. Due to enterprisewide cutbacks, 

they will have minimal net new technology funding available. Therefore, digital leadership transformation must be largely 

self-funded through internal technology rationalization – in part by rightsizing technology spend to a projected 15% revenue 

decline and optimizing the technology landscape and sourcing model.

An industry example: commercial services
While commercial services companies should brace for a revenue decline, they will also require significant investment in 

workforce productivity improvement, including virtualization of work and collaboration platforms. This investment must be 

largely funded by rationalizing legacy technology platforms and rightsizing the technology organization to the reduced 

workforce. Our analysis shows that commercial services organizations, as a high-technology spend industry, have 
estimated pre-crisis technology costs of 4.0% of revenue. If revenues decrease 15% due to the crisis (as a moderately 

impacted industry), technology spend will increase to 4.7% of revenue. Commercial services companies must reduce IT 
spend and self-fund their transformation at a rate of 0.9% of revenue. An average $10 billion company in this industry will 

also require $20 million (0.2% of revenue) in net new funding.
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 Very High:  Internet and catalog retail, internet software and services, medical specialties and services, telecommunications

 High:   Biotechnology, household and personal care, pharmaceuticals

 Medium:   Beverages, food, food and staples retail, tobacco

 Low:  Utilities

FIG. 4   Digital leadership transformation – industries with minimal revenue impact (-10% to +10%, 0% midpoint)

Next normal digital leadership technology transformation Transformation funding source(s)

Very high (5% - 
10%) technology 
spend industries

High (3% - 5%) 
technology spend 

industries

Medium (2% - 3%) 
technology spend 

industries

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Pre-crisis

Next normal

Next normal

Next normal

7.5%

8.3%

4.0%

4.4%

2.5%

2.7%

50% 50%

48%

60% 40%

42%58%

30%

32%

70%

68%

52%
0.4%

0.2%

0.7%

0.4%

0.2%

Low (1% - 2%) 
technology spend 

industries

Pre-crisis

Next normal

1.5%

1.6%

20%

21%

80%

79%
0.1% 0.1%

Very high (5% - 10%) technology
spend industries

High (3% - 5%) technology
spend industries

Medium (2% - 3%) technology
spend industries

Low (1% - 2%) technology
spend industries

Internet & catalog retail

Internet software & services

Medical specialties & services

Telecommunications

Biotechnology

Household & personal care

Pharmaceuticals

Beverages

Food

Food & staples retail

Tobacco

Utilities

0.1%

INTERNAL TECHNOLOGY RATIONALIZATION

NET NEW FUNDING

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT

NEW CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT
Spend mix

X% Midpoint of enterprise 
technology spend
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Companies in industries with minimal revenue impact (Fig. 4) will need to emphasize investment in long-term growth and 

innovation, while continuing to support efficiency improvement at the historical rate. Some net new technology funding will 

be required, although part of the transformation can be funded through ongoing internal technology rationalization in line 

with the historical rate.

An industry example: internet and catalog retailers
Many companies in this industry will see a significant spike in business during the crisis. They need to accelerate investment 

in growth and innovation, primarily by adding features to client-facing e-commerce platforms. Our analysis shows that this 

sector, as a very high technology spend industry, spent an estimated 7.5% of revenue on technology before the crisis. We 

anticipate that it will not experience a material revenue change as a result of the crisis. Companies in this sector will increase 

technology investments by .11% of revenue, or $110 million, for an average $10 billion company, with roughly two-thirds 

of the investment funded through net new incremental spend and the remainder through continuous improvement in the 

existing technology operations.
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Here’s how

+ 

Validate that IT is meeting the immediate 
needs of employees and customers

•   Assess usage and adoption of workforce 
productivity and collaboration tools.

•   Prioritize infrastructure and operational 
resources for critical users.

•   Assess effectiveness of existing digital 
customer engagement channels.  

•   Identify and address tool or process gaps 
that affect employee effectiveness and/or 
customer engagement.

•   Assess security risk profile and increase 
employees’ cybersecurity awareness. 

•   Provide direction and guidance to IT staff on 
priorities and expectations.

•   Implement remote agile operations.

Realign technology capabilities and operating 
model with current priorities

•   Interview business stakeholders to 
understand business model priorities.

•   Define digital platforms strategy and prioritize 
extension of proven, flexible, next-generation 
core and best-of-breed systems.

•   Reprioritize current IT investments, project 
portfolio and staff allocation.

•   Assess current operating model capabilities 
and support requirements in the next normal.

•   Perform high-level cost and location strategy 
assessment.

•   Review vendor impact/risk profile and adjust 
the sourcing model accordingly.

•   Review and update processes to support the 
business and IT model expectations.

•   Update business and IT partnership model.

Start building the business-centered 
capabilities to prevail in the next normal

•   Develop a business resilience plan for 
subsequent waves of the pandemic.

•   Identify critical data requirements for the 
business and develop a plan for building a 
standardized schema. 

•   Identify high-level digital transformation 
strategy and execution plan.

•   Establish or reenergize a cloud migration 
factory.  

•   Implement an automation center of 
excellence and perform an initial assessment 
for workflow, robotic process automation, 
AI, etc. 

•   Implement sourcing model changes and 
execute knowledge transition.

 

Stabilize business continuity and operations Realign operating model and portfolio Initiate new capabilities

+ 1 weeks 2 weeks 3 weeks 

Fig. 5 outlines a practical action plan for rapidly defining your target operating model. In weeks rather than months, you will be 

able to frame the right capabilities to fortify and invest in your digital future while also laying the foundations for technology-

enabled growth and change. This approach is designed to enable a rapid shift in focus from planning to implementation.  

FIG. 5   Rapid action plan to prepare your IT organization for this opportunity
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Are you prepared to fortify, fast-track 
and invest in your digital future?   
The Hackett Group has helped companies optimize and build agile, resilient 
IT operations that create value for the enterprise. Backed by our unparalleled 
benchmarking data and best practices repository, we can support:

•   Performance benchmarking and best practices

•   Total cost of ownership model development

•   IT operating model design, implementation and optimization

•   Sourcing and vendor management strategy, design, and implementation

•   Demand management, governance and portfolio management

•   Enterprise architecture and digital platforms strategy

•   Enterprise resource planning, and cloud and application migration strategies  

and implementation

•   Digital architecture strategy, design and implementation

•   Smart automation opportunity identification and implementation

•   Program and transformation office

To learn more, please contact us at 1 866 614 6901 (US) or +44 20 7398 9100 (UK),  

or visit us online at www.thehackettgroup.com.
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